In the last mission, the Reapers attacked and destroyed the five guardian temples in order to stop anyone that might threaten their plans, however, they were too late and the new fire master appeared and defeated Kain. But after the battle, Master Mao was killed by a mysterious evil black knight...

In the dark dimension at the control station, after finishing listening to the report from Kain, Anubis is very angry with him. He grabs Kain and rams him into the wall.

Anubis says, “I give you an easy mission to complete; however, you mean to tell me that one human wearing lizard armor defeats you and you allow the Beast heart to be awaken?”

Kain says, “My master. It was not my fault. That girl awakened the heart to help her friend.”

Anubis drops Kain and says, “Come to me Dr. Zora.”

Dr. Zora comes into the room and asks, “Did you call master?”

Dr. Zora is a powerful Reaper warrior and Anubis’ second in command. Dr. Zora is a scientist and wanted in ten dimensions for illegal biological experiments on other
aliens. She is a female creature with advanced powers that make the monsters grow.

Anubis replies, “Yes Dr. Zora. I need a metabeast. Ransack, I have mission for you.”

At Neil’s house, he has just gotten out of the shower and has gone to check the mail.

Neil finds a letter to him from Master Mao. He reads the letter and it explains that Neil must find the other four knights and begin the final test. There is a map with the letter showing a mysterious location somewhere in the countryside. Neil jumps into his truck, travels to the location, and discovers a house. Neil goes up to the front door and knocks on it. The door opens and a voice tells Neil that he can come in. Neil enters the house and nobody is home. He looks around the house and discovers a strange elevator. Neil rides the elevator down and discovers he has travelled underwater. The elevator stops and the doors open. Neil steps into a giant control room.

A voice says, “Welcome to the Command Center Fire master. I am EDI.”

The Command Center is the primary headquarters for the knights. The Command center is hiding inside a mountain across from the main house. The Command Center has a sickbay, research labs, and it also has the only link to the Cosmos station.
EDI, which stands for Enhanced Defense Intelligence, is the artificial intelligence that runs the Command Center. She was created by Professor Krueger to be the assistant to the team. She is represented visually by a holographic blue sphere and orally by a feminine voice at various terminals throughout the ship where she can provide basic information about the Reapers, among other things.

EDI tells Neil that this is the Operation. It is the main control room of the Command center. It is where a crew can monitor and give tactical aid to the knights in battle.

Neil looks at the control console and starts to push buttons and switches. He discovers the teleportation system and uses the sensor to locate Rachel’s beast heart.

After Kain destroyed Rachel’s dorm room, she moved into a house. In the bathroom, she was just getting out from the shower and looking at the beast heart in the mirror. Then she is teleported from her home to the Command center. Rachel appears in Ops just wearing a towel.

She asks, “Neil, what the hell are you doing and what is this place?”

Neil explains that he used the teleportation system to bring her here and that it was an accident.

EDI teleports Rachel’s clothes back up to the house and Rachel goes over to the elevator and tells Neil not to touch any of the controls.
At Rachel’s house, Lance, Carlos, Mary and Allison arrive to see how she is doing; however she isn’t home. They remain there to wait for Rachel to return. Back at the Command Center, Neil is sitting at the controls just looking at them. He reaches down and is about to push something and then Rachel comes up from behind and says, “Don’t ever think about touching these controls Neil.”

He jumps out from the chair and Rachel sits down into it. The elevator doors open and Krueger walks into Ops and says, “Welcome to the Command Center, Neil and Rachel. Sorry I was not here to meet you. I was busy teaching a class. Now let’s bring the other knights here, EDI.”

EDI uses the sensor to locate Rachel’s friends who are at her house waiting for her to get back. Suddenly they vanish and travel to the command center. They appear in Ops and look up at Neil, Rachel and Krueger.

Lance asks, “Professor, what is going on?”

Krueger replies, “You are here to save the world, Lance, from the Reapers.”

Carlos says, “Not that stupid legend again Professor.”

Krueger tells Carlos that everything that they learned in class was true.
Neil raises his arm and shows them his gauntlet and tells them that he is the Saviour. Rachel shows her friends the Beast Heart.

Mary says, “Hey guys that does look very really, and it is beautiful on you Rachel.”

Allison says, “Professor, what is going on here? Please explain.”

Krueger explains everything to the Rachel and the other knights about the Reapers and the armors.

Meanwhile, in the dark dimension, Dr. Zora has finished developing the metabeast and it is loaded onto Ransack’s ship. The ship lifts off and travels to Earth. The ship stays in the Mars orbit and sends down a team of Shock Troopers to terrorize the humans to power up the metabeast.

The Shock Troopers appear in the city and begin their work terrorizing the people. But they are detected by the Command Center’s sensor.

EDI says, “Knights, we have a problem. Shock Troopers are in the city and giving people trouble.”

Krueger tells the team to armor up and head to the city, however, Neil tells them to stay here and that he will fight the Shock Troopers alone.
Krueger says, “Neil, that is brave, however it is not true courage to fight alone.”

Neil says, “Armor of the Fire Dragon powers of the guardian!”

The armor appears and forms onto his body and Neil become Saviour. He travels to the city and appears on the roof of the building.

Neil says, “Hey scrap metal, you leave these people alone, or else!”

They attack Saviour and he jumps down from the building and uses his sword to strike most of them down.

He says, “Ok beast blaster.”

The blaster appears and forms on his left hand.

The beast blaster is a blaster for the Knights and the third of the weapons in their arsenal.

Saviour repeatedly fires the weapon and knocks down some troopers. They fire back with their blasters; however Saviour spins around to dodge and strikes them with his sword.

Saviour pulls back on the top and a blade flips up to cover the front.
Neil says, “Beast rage.”

The Beast rage is a special attack where the sword and blaster are summoned at the same time.

Saviour fires beams from both weapons at the troopers. He spins around as he fires and hits more troopers. The Shock troopers fall to the ground and explode.

Ransack orders for the metabeast to be launched. The pod opens and Bonecrusher comes out from it.

Bonecrusher is a muscle-type robot with a claw arm. He is very powerful and features a balanced set of armaments to grant its user combat abilities in both close and ranged combat.

A metabeast is a bio-cyber troop created by the Vexos, and used to attack their enemies. Dr. Zora creates them. The metabeast can be made from anything and comes with power and strength.

He is sent to Earth and attacks Saviour with his claw. Neil looks and sees an ugly creature in front of him.

Saviour charges at the monster with his blaster; however, Bonecrusher uses his claw to knock Saviour into the sky and shoots his fire beams at him. Bonecrusher launches the blades from his claw to repeatedly strike Saviour. Saviour crashes into the ground hard and his armor’s main system goes offline.
Bonecrusher points his claw and charges up to finish Saviour off, however, Saviour is quickly teleported by Rachel back to the Command center.

Saviour appears on the platform and his armor vanishes and is sent back to the Cosmos Station for repairs. Neil falls to the ground and Lance picks him up and puts Neil into a chair. Rachel checks the armor and sees if it need repairs.

Krueger says, “Neil, that was stupid going out there alone. You need help from you friends. Knights, that monster is powerful we need to recover the Beast weapons. It is time to begin your final test. Neil, you are first.”

Neil steps onto the platform and Krueger explains to him that true courage is not doing something stupid, instead, it placing complete trust in your friends.

Rachel uses the teleportation system to send Neil to the fire dimension, where he begins his search for his Beast.

Onboard Ransack’s ship, the Bonecrusher is recharged from the battle. Ransack reports back to Anubis and he is pleased that Saviour was defeated. Bonecrusher finishes recharging and is sent back to Earth.

Rachel says, “Knights, he is back.”
Krueger gives Lance and Carlos their gauntlets. The beast crystals come from their chests and their insert into the center of the gauntlets.

They put their hands on the gauntlets and say, “Armor of the Beasts, power of the guardians!”

They enter the matrix field and spheres form around each of them. The armor parts appear around them and attach to their bodies. The helmets form on their heads.

Lance becomes Blitz: the Earth Rhino. He appears wearing green rhino armor with silver strips going down his arms and his legs and the rhino emblem appears on his chest.

Carlos becomes Destiny: the Water Bear. He appears wearing blue bear armor with silver stripes going down the arms and the legs and the bear emblem on the chest.

Mary becomes Gaia: the Lightning Tiger. She appears wearing white wolf armor with silver stripes going down the arms and the legs and the Tiger emblem on the chest.

Allison becomes Mirage: the Wind Eagle. She appears wearing pink eagle armor with silver stripes going down the arms and the legs and the eagle emblem on the chest.

They come from the field and are teleported to the city.

Back in the fire dimension, Neil has found the cave and walks into it. He travels through the cave and almost falls
into the lava pool. As Neil looks down a Dragon comes out from the pool and says, “Welcome Fire master. Your test is to battle me and win.”

Dragon charges at Neil and tries to strike him with his claws, however Neil uses the sonic step to dodge him. Dragon looks around and tries to sense where Neil will appear. Dragon forms a fireball in his mouth, as Neil appears above him; he launches the ball at Neil, and knocks Neil to the ground.

At that same time, the other knights arrive and come face-to-face with an army of Shock Troopers.

The Shock Troopers charge at Blitz. He summons for his Beast blaster and fires the weapon and knocks out half of the Troopers; two units come down from above and fire at him. Blitz does a back flip and nails both units.

Shock troopers are hunting for Destiny by the water. He comes out from the water right in the middle of one team and performs a spin kick to take them out. The second team runs at him. Destiny summons for his crystal sword and call forth a wave that washes the troopers away.

At the volcano, Neil continues his battle with the Dragon. He uses the sonic steps to dodge the Dragon’s fireball and claw attacks. Neil gets above him again and the Dragon shoots out a powerful fireball at him, however Neil charges at it and uses his burning fist to smash into.
Meanwhile, Gaia fires her blasters and knocks out some of the Shock troopers. As a group of them surround her, she activates the lightning barrage of her blaster. Gaia spins around as she is firing her blaster to take out the troopers.

Mirage comes down from the air and repeatedly slashes Shock troopers with her sword. They fire back at her, but she dodges the beams. Mirage activates the wind striker and uses her sword to create a tornado to blow the Shock troopers away.

Neil comes out from the fireball and crashes onto the ground hard. He tries to get on his feet; however the pain was too much for him.

The Dragon says, “Are you giving up? Or will you continue the battle?”

Neil looks at the Dragon and remembers the incident from his training with Master Mao. He was in the volcano and jumped over the rock to the other side. It was a quake and Neil was knocked off the edge, however he caught himself on the rock and hung there. Neil tried to pull himself up, however it was hard because of the heat. Master Mao appeared above Neil and said, “doing stupid thing like this is not true courage. I can help you, just ask.”

Neil tells Master Mao that he needs help. Master Mao pulls Neil up and they go back to the temple.
Neil said, “No, I am not going to continue the battle. This is not true courage and it is stupid of me to fight with you.”

He says, “Neil, you have passed the test. If you continue the fight you will be killed. You have learned the truth about courage. Goodbye now, friend.”

He transforms into the fire key and flies down into Neil’s hand and is inserted into Neil’s gauntlet.

The element keys can summon for the element weapons and give new attacks to the knights.

Neil summons for his armor and travel back to the human world.

Meanwhile, Blitz charges at the monster and fires his blaster. Bonecrusher blocks and fires his eye beams to knock Blitz onto the ground. Destiny spins around him, striking him with his sword. Bonecrusher kicks him away. Mirage attacks from above with her blaster. Gaia attacks from the ground with her blaster at the monster. Bonecrusher forms energy balls in both hands and knocks Mirage out of the air; he uses the second to blow Gaia into a wall.

Bonecrusher fires a powerful blast at the knights and sends them onto the ground and knocks out their systems. He approaches them and is about to finish them off, but suddenly a fireball knocks Bonecrusher to the ground.
They look and it is Saviour. Neil has come back from the test with his fire key. He uses his gauntlet to reactivate their systems and bring them back online.

The other four get back on their feet and stand alongside Saviour.

Watching from the Command Center, Krueger says, “Yes, finally all five Guardian Knights are ready to fight evil together.”

Bonecrusher says, “You will never destroy me, Knights.”

He charges up and launches an energy ball at them; however, Saviour summons for his crystal sword and slices the ball in half. Saviour inserts his fire key into the crystal sword and it transforms into the Blazing breaker and goes onto his arm.

The Blazing breaker is a large sword and is one of the five element weapons. This mighty blade is capable of dealing out a great deal of damage to any villain. However, the blade can be transformed into a claw and it can unleash devastating blasts to destroy monsters.

He charges at the monster and uses his blade to repeatedly slash the monster and kick the Bonecrusher to the ground.

Saviour opens the blade into the claw and says, “Dragon force striker.”
Saviour shoots out a blast that hits the monster and destroys him. However, Dr. Zora appears and uses her powers to bring the monster back to life and make him grow. Bonecrusher walks towards the knights and says, “With one step my knight problems will be over.”

The Knights fire their blasters at the monster, however they have no effect. They dodge his feet and Krueger contacts them. He explains to Neil that he must transform into beast mode and finish off the monster. Saviour hits the beast eye and he grows 60 feet tall and forms into a Dragon humanoid. He brings up his arms and is ready to fight the monster. Bonecrusher charges up his claw and launches blades at him, however Dragon jumps right and left to dodge the blades. He kicks and punches the monster to the ground. Bonecrusher gets back to his feet and activates his Crasher punch. Energy forms around his left fist. He swings at Dragon; however, Dragon catches it and flips Bonecrusher over his shoulder sending him crashing to the ground. A pod appears on the leg and missiles launch from it to hit the monster. Bonecrusher shoots out beams from his claw; however, Dragon dodges every beam. He jumps and performs a drop kick into Bonecrusher’s stomach.

Neil says, “Ok, time to finish you off.”

Dragon summons for the blazing breaker and says, “Blazing strike.”

He forms fire over his blade and swings it around repeatedly, slashing the monster and finally destroying him.
Watching from the Vexos ship, Ransack says, “The knights have destroyed the metabeast…that is not good. The master will be angry with me. Quickly, run away.”

The Reaper ship jumps back to the dark dimension. After the monster was destroyed, the Dragon roars and transforms back into Saviour. The team heads back to the command center and walk into Ops, where they are met by Rachel and Krueger. Rachel jumps into Neil’s arms and says, “You are back and you have the Dragon sabers.”

Krueger says, “Great battle team. The Reaper metabeast has been destroyed. Now we have four more weapons to recover and then we can continue training you to battle evil.”

The Reaper ship returns to the station and Ransack comes into the control center and Anubis asks, “Ransack, how was the battle? Did Bonecrusher put an end to Dragon?”

Ransack replies, “Well, it not easy to tell you this, master. Please don’t hurt me.”

Ransack gives his report to him; however, in his rage, Anubis fires a beam from his sword and blows Ransack through the wall.

Anubis says, “There are now four knights to get in my way and they have destroyed my metabeast. But I will come up with a new plan to destroy the Knights!”
To be continued!